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ABSTRACT
The use of the 3He and 4He photodisintegration reactions
in the study of the excitation, propagation, and decay
of the 4(1232) in these nuclei is proposed. By using
the data obtained with TAGX for both photon absorption
on neutron-proton pairs and complete
photodisintegration, we find no compelling evidence for
the change of the A property in the 3He and 4He nuclei.
It is also proposed to use nuclear photodisintegration
in the search for the excitation of the higher-mass
nucleon resonances whose absence in the to ta l photon-
absorption cross sections in nuclei is reported
recently.

1. Introduction

It is experimentally well established fact that the

A<1232) can be excited in the nucleus by photons, electrons,

pions, protons, and various nuclei. The A, which has spin-

isospin quantum numbers different from those of constituent

nucleons, propagates and decays in the nucleus, where the

nuclear medium effects might modify the A property from that

of free one [1]. This theoretical question is touched off by

the observations of apparent shifts in peak positions that

are interpreted to be due to A excitation in inclusive

measurements of the (3He,t) [2], (p,n) [3], and (e,c") [4]

reactions. The mass shifts depend on the nuclear-mass

number, whose feature is not common to those measurements,

hence they have invoked some theoretical studies to interpret

this [5]; one of the attempts is to look for a mechanism to



suppress the mass shift by electromagnetic probes because no

mass shift is observed for A excitation in the total nuclear

photon-absorption cross sections [6]. The longitudinal spin-

isospin mechanism is proposed as the one [7], but the

calculation does not cope with the mass shift in (e,e') [4].

Thus, no consistent theoretical understanding of the apparent

experimental mass shifts is obtained so far.

One of the reasons of the theoretical difficulty in

interpreting the data is that the inclusive peaks are not

dominated by A excitation, thereby the A property in nuclei

may not reflect directly to the observed "A peak". More

high-purity samples of the A peak are obtained by detecting a

pion and a proton in coincidence [8,9], and the A peaks

reported are consistent with the free one; an exception is

the 3t+p invariant mass distribution in the (p,nJt+p) data from

KEK [10]. It should be noted that, however, these

coincidence experiments measure the decay of the A outside the

nucleus, although it may be excited in the nucleus, because

the strong pion-nucleon coupling does not allow to obtain

undeformed A shape if the decay takes place inside the

nucleus.

npp

Fig. 1 A schematic diagram of
the A in 3He
photodisintegration. The
photon absorbed by the nucleon
system in the nucleus excites
one of the nucleon to the d
over the entire volume. The A
propagates and decays in the
nucleus to the pd or npp final
state. If one can identify A
excitation by the structure in
the cross section, the reaction
is suitable to study the
behavior of the intranuclear A.
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We propose in this talk to use another process of

nuclear photodisintegration to observe the excitation,

propagation, and decay of the A in nuclei with less

deformation/ and prove that it works as a good testing place

for describing the A. A excitation in photodisintegration

(Fig. 1) takes place over the entire volume of the nucleus

due to the weak photon-nucleon coupling. The A propagates in

a distance of less than 1 fm, which is still short comparing

with the radius of 3He, 2 fm, therefore the A does decay most

probably in the nucleus. Photodisintegration of the 3He

nucleus comprises of two final states: pd and npp. Final

states of photodisintegration do not include pions, i.e., the

signature of A excitation is not distorted by detecting

decayed particles. If one can identify A excitation by

looking at the behavior of the cross section,

photodisintegration serves as a good tool for the study of

the A with less distortion coming from experimental biases

both in initial state and in final state.

The present talk is organized as follows: In section 2,

the experiments carried out to obtain the cross sections for
3He photodisintegration are briefly described, then detailed

discussion of the A in the np-absorption reactions is given in

section 3. Section 4 is devoted to discussion of A

excitation in complete photodisintegration. Our outlook on

the search for the excitation of higher-mass nucleon

resonances in nuclei is given in section 5. Finally, a

summary will be given in section 6.

2. 3He and 4He Photodisintegration Experiments

2.1 Experiments

Nuclear photodisintegration reactions have been actively

pursued experimentally and theoretically to study the wave

functions of the intranuclear two- and three-nucleon systems,

thereby to observe the effects of neutron-proton and proton-
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proton correlations at short distance and of three-body

nuclear force [11]. Recent improvements in duty factors of

the (quasi-) monochromatic photon beams make it possible to

accumulate experimental data covering wide enough kinematical

regions to test theoretical predictions unambiguously.

Examples of them are recent experiments on 3He and ''He at the

1.3-GeV Tokyo electron synchrotron.

We measured the 3He and 4He photodisintegration reactions

exclusively: 3He(y,np) (approved experiment number of ES123)

[12,13], 3He(y,pp) (ES124) [14], 4He(y,np) (ES120) [15,16],

and 4He(y,npp) (ES120) [17]. The experiments used a tagged

photon beam with 10-20 % duty factor. In the beam line, a

large acceptance, multi-particle magnetic spectrometer TAGX

(n sr solid angle for protons and 0.85 sr for neutrons) with

medium energy resolutions has been installed. This

spectrometer enables us to carry out the coincidence

experiments listed above in wide kinematical regions for the

first time.

He Photodisintegration
1000

100

0.1
0 100 200 300 400 500

Ey(MeV)

Fig. 2 The total
cross sections
for 3He (y, pd) :
solid squares
[18] and solid
circles [19], and
for 3He(y, npp) by
TAGX (open
circles) [12,14].
The arrow
indicates the £y
which corresponds
to the free-A
peak.



2.2 3He photodisintegration

The Ey dependences of the total cross sections for 3He

photodisintegration are depicted in Fig. 2. The existing

cross section for the two-body channel (pd) [18,19] decreases

rapidly as a function of f?y, whose behavior is reproduced by

calculations that do not include A excitation [11], while

that for the three-body channel (npp) above 130 MeV by the

TAGX collaboration [12] make a broad peak structure in the

vicinity of the free-A peak. We study this npp channel in

more detail from the viewpoint of A excitation.

2.3 Three mechanisms in the three-body channel

One of the most impressive results obtained in those

experiments is a finding of three mechanisms in the three-

body channel of 3He photodisintegration: nppsp, ppnsp, and

npp, where the index sp stands for a spectator and those

without the index are participants to the reaction. Both of
3He(y, np) and 3He(y, pp) were measured with two nucleons

detected in coincidence and one nucleon unobserved. The

missing momentum was determined by kinematics, hence it had

no minimum momentum threshold as those for the observed

particles. Thus, we measured these reactions in a

kinematically over-determined way.

As an example, the momentum spectra of the observed

proton and neutron, and the unobserved proton in 3He(y, np) are

shown in Fig. 3(a). The unobserved proton forms a peak at

100 MeV/c, which suggests that the proton acts most likely as

a spectator, while there exists an appreciable tail in the

higher momentum region, which includes participant protons.

Another characteristic is that the neutron momentum

distribution shows no such a low momentum peaking, and this

indicates a much smaller cross section for the ppnsp final

state.
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Fig. 3. Yields obtained in
the measurement of 3He(y, np)p
[13]; (a) Momentum spectra of
the observed neutron (solid
triangles), observed proton
(open triangles), and
unobserved proton (open
circles) in the Sj range of
145-425 MeV. (b) Momentum
spectrum of the slower proton
among the observed and
unobserved protons at £y •
245 MeV. Data (open
circles), npA for the
calculated spectrum of np
absorption (dashed curve),
3NA for the calculated
spectrum of three-body
absorption (dot-dashed), and
their sum to fit the data
(solid).
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Fig. 4 The total cross sections separately obtained for the
three mechanisms in the three-body channel of 3He
photodisintegration: nppsp(open circles) [13], ppnsp (solid
circles) (14], and npp (open triangles) [12] .



The method used to identify the nppsp final state is to

look for a spectator proton; the major part of the energy-

momentum of the incident photon is shared by two nucleons,

while it is shared among threa nucleons for the npp final

state. The difference between these two final states appears

most clearly in the shape of the momentum spectrum of the

slower proton among the observed and unobserved protons.

Figure 3(b) shows the data together with two acceptance-

corrected spectra expected from three-body phase space and

from a spectator spectrum by 3He(e,e'p) [20]. A linear sum

of these two spectra fits the data very well, and this

establishes existence of nppsp and npp. The events of the

ppnsp final state were accumulated by applying a similar

method to 3He(y, pp).

2.4 Cross sections obtained

Figure 4 shows the total cross sections separately

obtained for the nppsp [13], ppnsp [14], and npp [12] final

states. Among the three, the ppnsp final state, which has

nearly two-orders of magnitude smaller cross section than

those of the other two, shows no clear contribution of A

excitation in the Ey dependence, hence we do not deal with the

reaction any more. On the other hand, the bump-like

structures near the free-A peak for the other two final

states represent some activity coming from the A in both nppsp

and npp, which we will discuss one by one in the following

sections together with the cross sections for 4He(y, np)d and
4He(y, npp)n. For the brevity of explanation, the experimental

procedure in obtaining 4He(y,np)d and 4He(y,npp)n, which are

already appeared in other articles [15-17], is not given in

this talk.

3. A Excitation in np photon absorption



Photon absorption by the neutron-proton system in the

nucleus takes place mainly through the electric-dipole (£1)

and magnetic-dipole (Ml) transitions. The successful

identification of np absorption is the key to see a clear

signal of A excitation in photodisintegration. This will be

discussed in the following sections by comparing the data

with the theoretical calculations for deuteron

photodisintegration.

3.1 Deuteron photodisintegration

The total cross section for deuteron photodisintegration

rises steeply from threshold at Ey = 2.2 MeV to a maximum of

2.5 mb at 4.5 MeV, then it monotonously decreases to 75 Jib at

100 MeV [21] . This falling By dependence of the cross

section is reproduced fairly well by the following Bethe-

Longmire equation under the effective range approximation

[22],

CT = crBp / (1 ~ ~^ME rt) , (1)

where OBP is the formula by Bethe-Peierls [23] who takes into

account the £1 tran.-jition only in the long-wave-length limit,

M the deuteron mass, E the deuteron binding energy, and rt

the effective range. The dominance of the £1 transition in

this Ey range, with less than 20 % contribution from the

transitions of Ml, £2 and other higher multipoles, is

supported by more recent calculations [24].

Above Ey = 100 MeV, there appears a peak that is off

from the curve as shown in Fig. 5, which is supposed to

relate to the A because of its location, and this is

beautifully proved by the theoretical calculations which take

into account A excitation [24]. By these calculations it is

found that the dominant feature in the Ey range of 200-300

MeV is A excitation, mostly through the Ml N-A excitation,
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and the contribution is 60-65 percent of the total cross

section. One of the calculations that reproduces the data

excellently well is the one by Arenhovel et al. [24], who

calculate the contributions of

1)Normal current: one-body current plus meson-exchange

currents as incorporated in the Siegert operator,

2)Total current: explicit meson-exchange currents and A

excitation besides the normal current.

The A decay term is taken into account by the introduction of

the A-width T&, and this leads to a complex A-mass MA -> M& -

iF&/2, where M& is the free-A mass. Two curves in Fig. 5 are

the calculations for the normal current and the total current

including A excitation.

150

100"

b

d(y,np)

o Data
- Total
•*• Normal
•" Bethe-Longmire

150 250 350 450

Ey (MeV)

Fig. 5 Selected data of a(d(Y, np)) (open circles) in ref. 21.
Curves are by Bethe-Longmire (with crosses) [22] and by
Arenhovel et al. with the use of the Argonne-V14 potential: the
normal current cross section (curve with pluses) and the cross
section of total current including A excitation (solid curve)
[24].
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3.2 A Excitation in 3He

A comparison between the total cross sections for np

absorption in 3He, 3He C{, np) psp, and deuteron

photodisintegration, d(y,-np), shows a remarkable scaling,

i.e., O(3He) / O(d) = 1.24 ± 0.26 in the wide Ey range of 50-

425 MeV [13]. This scaling reminds one the quasi-deuteron

model by Levinger for np photon absorption in nuclei [25],

but the model does not explain the cross section ratio.

There is a theoretical calculation that predicts 1.38

deuterons in 3He [26], and this figure can reproduce the data

when photon absorption by these deuterons is the reaction

mechanism responsible for 3He (y, np) pSp-

Motivated by this scaling, we draw the calculations by

Arenhovel in section 3.1 multiplied by 1.38 to compare with

the data. The curve with A excitation reproduces fairly well

the data as shown in Fig. 6, and the peak position of the

data which is lower than that of the free-A peak by 100 MeV

can be reproduced by the curve. We can conclude from this

comparison that the peak is due to A excitation in the 3He

nucleus, and its mass and width are not different from those

of the A that are incorporated in the calculation for the

deuteron. We should mention that the apparent shift in the

peak position is due to the existence of background amplitude

comprising mainly of the El transition.

3.3 A Excitation in 4He

Figure 7 shows the total cross section for np absorption

in the 4He nucleus, 4He(y,np)d, obtained by TAGX [17]. The

calculation by Arenhovel times six, which is an arbitrary

normalization factor, is also plotted in the figure. Again

the peak seen in the data can be reproduced by the

calculation. This confirms that the peak is due to A

excitation in the 4He nucleus. No shift in the A mass or the

width is required in this comparison.
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3He(y,np)p

100 150 200 250 300 350 400 450

Ey(MeV)

Fig. 6 CT(3He (Y, np)psp) by TAGX (open circles) [13]. Curves are
calculations by Arenhovel et al. for <T(yd->np) times 1.38: the
normal current cross section (dashed curve) and the cross
section of total current with A excitation (solid curve) [24].
The arrow indicates the free-A peak.

*He(y,np)d

o TAGX
Normal .
Total

D

100 150 200 250 300 350 400 450

Ey(MeV)

Fig. 1 OC'He (Y, np) d) by TAGX (open circles) [17]. Curves are
calculations by Arenhbvel et al. for <T(Yd->np) times six: the
normal current cross section (dashed curve) and the cross
section of total current with A excitation (solid curve) [24].
The arrow indicates the free-A peak.
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Thus the As both in the 3He nucleus and in the 4He

nucleus, which are excited by photons and decayed in these

nuclei, do not show any evidence that they are significantly

different from the A excited in the deuteron. The slight

disagreements between the data and the curves by 20 - 30 MeV

seen in Figs. 6 and 7 may merit further precise calculations.

4. A Excitation in complete photodisintegration

We turn to the topic of A excitation in complete

photodisintegration of 3He and 4He. When the photon breaks up

the nucleus into nucleons with no residual nuclear fragment

and all the nucleons are reaction participants, one calls the

reaction complete photodisintegration. The total cross

section for complete 3He photodisintegration by TAGX [12]

shown in Fig. 8 forms a peak structure centered at around Ey =

300 MeV, whose peak position coincides approximately with the

free-A peak, therefore one can naturally say that the A plays

the role in this reaction. As for its reaction mechanism,

there is a proposal of the three-nucleon mechanisms by Laget

[11], in which A excitation or double-A excitation are

incorporated to require participation of all three nucleons in

the reaction, however, no microscopic theoretical calculation

has been carried out so far to reproduce the data.

An alternative mechanism that simulates complete

photodisintegration is the two-step process; a pion photo-

produced on a quasi-free nucleon is absorbed on a nucleon pair

in the nucleus with a probability depending on the momenta and

charges of participating particles. The magnitude of the

cross section arising from this pion-reabsorption process is

evaluated with an on-shell cascade calculation. In estimating

the absorption cross sections, we assume simply the dominance

of quasi-deuteron pion absorption; CT{rt"(np)) = G(JT(np)) =

2o(n°(np)) and O(7i-(pp)) = a(JCMnn)) = a(Jt°(pp)) = a(7r°(nn)) =

- 1 2 -



0. The calculation does not reproduce the data especially in

the A-peak region as seen in Fig. 8, therefore the two-step

process, which is due to A excitation, is not the predominant

mechanism of complete ^He photodisintegration.

100

80

3- 60

40

20

0

• TAGX (sHe)
~ o TAGX (4He)

— Cascade

i

A free

J

, f
100 200 300

Er (MeV)
400

Fig. 8 The total cross
sections by TAGX for
complete
photodisintegration of
3He (solid circles)
[12] and Ĥe (open
circles) [16]. The
curves are the cascade
calculation (dashed
curve) and O? (7A) with
an arbitrary
normalization (solid
curve). The arrow
indicates the free-A
peak.

It is well known that the total photon-absorption cross

sections per nucleon on various nuclei (Be, C, Pb, U) make a

peak at around the free-A and their shapes scale to one

general curve (the solid curve in Fig. 8); both the peak

position and the width do not depend much on the nuclear-mass

number [6]. This fact is well supported theoretically by

Carrasco and Oset who evaluate the total photon-absorption

cross sections for various nuclei by the many-body expansion

method of particle-hole excitations [27]. We find the total

cross section for complete 3He photodisintegration also scales

to the general curve as seen in Fig. 8. This similarity of Ey

dependence between the two cross sections is remarkable if one

reminds the facts that the dominant part of the total photon-

absorption cross sections is quasi-free single-pion production
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due to A excitation, i.e., a pion is in final state, while the

complete photodisintegration does include no pion. It should

be noted here that we find the total cross section for

complete 4He photodisintegration by TAGX [16] also scales to

the general curve as shown in Fig. 8.

A microscopic calculation including A excitation seems to

be required in establishing the reaction mechanism of complete

photodisintegration, however, the peaks in the total cross

sections of 3He and 4He can be interpreted to be due to A

excitation because of the similarity in Ey dependence of the

total photon absorption cross section. Thus, we can say that

the peak positions due to A excitation in complete

photodisintegration agree to that of the free A.

5. Higher-mass nucleon resonances in 3 He and 4Ke

Recently, the total photon-absorption cross sections in

Be and C [28], and those for photofission of Pb [29] and U

[30] are reported. Two facts are found to be in common to

all these cross sections: 1) existence of the A peaks which

scale to the general curve and 2) absence of the structures

for the higher-mass nucleon resonances in the second

(Di3<1520)) and the third (Fis(1680)) resonance regions, whose

excitation can be clearly identified in the total photon-

absorption cross sections on proton and on the deuteron. The

origins of the absence can be attributed to nuclear effects

such as Fermi smearing, but no reasonable explanation is

available so far. If this quenching of the higher mass

resonances takes place in these nuclei, one can raise a

question when it starts; no quenching for proton and deuteron

is an established fact, therefore the lightest nucleus it

occurs should be 3He, 4He, or 6>7Li. Data of these light

nuclei will be helpful to interpret the mechanism of the

quenching.
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The analyses of our photodisintegration data reveal that

A excitation plays the role in complete nuclear

photodisintegration, in which the scaling to the total

absorption cross section is observed. In our next experiment

to measure three-body 3He photodisintegration in the coming

spring, we will measure the cross section in the second and

the third resonance regions, and it will become a crucial

test of the quenching of the higher-mass resonances. Another

measurement on the 4He target will be the next one to come.

6. Summary

We have proposed to use the 3He and 4He

photodisintegration reactions to study the excitation,

propagation, and decay of the A(1232) in these nuclei. The

merits of these reactions for the study are: 1) the A is

produced over the entire nuclear volume, and it certifies

that the A is most likely in the nucleus and 2) the reactions

do not include final state pions, i.e, the A is decayed in

the nucleus. Two kind of reactions are discussed: the

neutron-proton photon-absorption reaction and the complete

photodisintegration reaction. In the former reaction, a

comparison with the calculation for deuteron

photodisintegration show that shift of the A property is not

compelling to interpret both of the 3He and 4He data,

however, a microscopic calculation may be required to explain

the 20-30 MeV energy shifts in the peak positions of the

total cross sections.

In conclusion, we find no compelling change of the A

property in interpreting the 3He and 4He photodisintegration

data obtained by us. Another interesting phenomena are

reported from Frascati and Mainz about the total photon-

absorption cross sections; quenching of the higher mass

1 •"



resonances. We are going to tackle to this issue by

measuring nuclear photodisintegration.
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